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Updates Happen

Desired Invariants
•No black-holes 
•No loops
•No security 

violations

Network Updates
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ABSTRACT

Network-wide migrations of a running network, such as
the replacement of a routing protocol or the modification of
its configuration, can improve the performance, scalability,
manageability, and security of the entire network. However,
such migrations are an important source of concerns for net-
work operators as the reconfiguration campaign can lead to
long and service-affecting outages.

In this paper, we propose a methodology which addresses
the problem of seamlessly modifying the configuration of
commonly used link-state Interior Gateway Protocols (IGP).
We illustrate the benefits of our methodology by consider-
ing several migration scenarios, including the addition or the
removal of routing hierarchy in an existing IGP and the re-
placement of one IGP with another. We prove that a strict
operational ordering can guarantee that the migration will
not create IP transit service outages. Although finding a safe
ordering is NP-complete, we describe techniques which effi-
ciently find such an ordering and evaluate them using both
real-world and inferred ISP topologies. Finally, we describe
the implementation of a provisioning system which automat-
ically performs the migration by pushing the configurations
on the routers in the appropriate order, while monitoring
the entire migration process.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.3 [Computer-
Communication Networks]: Network Operations

General Terms: Algorithms, Management, Reliability

Keywords: Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP), configura-
tion, migration, summarization, design guidelines

1. INTRODUCTION
Among all network routing protocols, link-state Interior

Gateway Protocols (IGPs), like IS-IS and OSPF, play a crit-
ical role. Indeed, an IGP enables end-to-end reachability
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between any pair of routers within the network of an Au-
tonomous System (AS). Many other routing protocols, like
BGP, LDP or PIM, also rely on an IGP to properly work.
As the network grows or when new services have to be de-
ployed, network operators often need to perform large-scale
IGP reconfiguration [1]. Migrating an IGP is a complex pro-
cess since all the routers have to be reconfigured in a proper
manner. Simple solutions like restarting the network with
the new configurations do not work since most of the net-
works carry traffic 24/7. Therefore, IGP migrations have
to be performed gradually, while the network is running.
Such operations can lead to significant traffic losses if they
are not handled with care. Unfortunately, network operators
typically lack appropriate tools and techniques to seamlessly
perform large, highly distributed changes to the configura-
tion of their networks. They also experience difficulties in
understanding what is happening during a migration since
complex interactions may arise between upgraded and non-
upgraded routers. Consequently, as confirmed by many pri-
vate communications with operators, large-scale IGP migra-
tions are often avoided until they are absolutely necessary,
thus hampering network evolvability and innovation.

Most of the time, network operators target three aspects
of the IGP when they perform large-scale migrations. First,
they may want to replace the current protocol with another.
For instance, several operators have switched from OSPF
to IS-IS because IS-IS is known to be more secure against
control-plane attacks [2, 3]. Operators may also want to
migrate to an IGP that is not dependent on the address
family (e.g., OSPFv3, IS-IS) in order to run only one IGP
to route both IPv4 and IPv6 traffic [4, 3], or to change IGP
in order to integrate new equipments which are not compli-
ant with the adopted one [5]. Second, when the number of
routers exceeds a certain critical mass, operators often intro-
duce a hierarchy within their IGP to limit the control-plane
stress [6, 7]. Removing a hierarchy might also be needed, for
instance, to better support some traffic engineering exten-
sions [8]. Another reason operators introduce hierarchy is to
have more control on route propagation by tuning the way
routes are propagated from one portion of the hierarchy to
another [1]. Third, network operators also modify the way
the IGP learns or announces the prefixes by introducing or
removing route summarization. Route summarization is an
efficient way to reduce the number of entries in the routing
tables of the routers as IGP networks can currently track
as many as 10,000 prefixes [9]. Route summarization also
helps improving the stability by limiting the visibility of lo-
cal events. Actually, some IGP migrations combine several
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Goal
•Tools for whole network update

Our Approach
•Develop update abstractions
•Endow them with strong semantics 
•Engineer efficient implementations

Network Update Abstractions
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Use an Abstraction!
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OpenFlow Switch

Atomic Update?

OpenFlow Switch

OpenFlow Switch

Traffic
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Per-Packet Consistent Update
Each packet processed with old or new configuration, 
but not a mixture of the two.



Universal Property Preservation

Trace Property
Any property of a single packet’s path through the network.

Theorem: Per-packet consistent updates preserve 
all trace properties.
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Examples of Trace Properties:
 Loop freedom, access control, waypointing ...

Trace Property Verification Tools:
 Anteater ,  Header Space Analysis, ConfigChecker ...



OpenFlow Switch

OpenFlow Switch

OpenFlow Switch
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OpenFlow Switch

Formal Verification

Corollary: To check an invariant, verify the old 
and new configurations.
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✓Analyzer ✓AnalyzerSecurity PolicySecurity Policy

Verification Tools
• Anteater [SIGCOMM ’11]
• Header Space Analysis [NSDI ’12]
• ConfigChecker [ICNP ’09]
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2-Phase Update

2-Phase Update

Overview
• Runtime instruments configurations
• Edge rules stamp packets with version
• Forwarding rules match on version

Algorithm (2-Phase Update)
1. Install new rules on internal switches, leave 

old configuration in place
2. Install edge rules that stamp with the new 

version number
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update(config,topo)

Calculate rules,
generate messsages

Application



OpenFlow Switch

2-Phase Update in Action
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Optimized Mechanisms

Optimizations
•Extension: strictly adds paths
•Retraction: strictly removes paths
•Subset: affects small # of paths
•Topological: affects small # of 

switches

Runtime
•Automatically optimizes
•Power of using abstraction
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update(config,topo)

Calculate rules,
generate messsages

Runtime

Application



OpenFlow Switch

Subset Optimization
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Correctness

Example: 2-Phase Update
1. Install new rules on internal switches, leave 

old configuration in place
2. Install edge rules that stamp with the new 

version number

21

} Unobservable

One-touch}
Theorem: Unobservable + one-touch = per-packet.

Question: How do we convince ourselves these mechanisms are correct?

Solution: We built an operational semantics, formalized our mechanisms and 
proved them correct
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Implementation
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Runtime
• NOX Library

• OpenFlow 1.0
• 2.5k lines of Python
• update(config,	topology)

• Uses VLAN tags for versions
• Automatically applies optimizations

Verification Tool
• Checks OpenFlow configurations
• CTL specification language 
• Uses NuSMV model checker

update(config,topo)

OpenFlow

OpenFlow

OpenFlow

NOX Controller

Runtime

Application



Evaluation

Setup
• Mininet VM

Applications
• Routing and Multicast

Scenarios
• Adding/removing hosts
• Adding/removing links
• Both at the same time
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Fattree

Small-world Waxman

Question: How much extra rule space is required?

Topologies



Results: Routing Application

Fattree Small-world Waxman
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Beyond today’s research

Industry policy languages, e.g. OpenStack Congress 
[https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Congress]

• “App A is only allowed to communicate with app B.”
• “Virtual machine owned by tenant A should always have a 

public network connection if tenant A is part of the group B.”
• “Virtual machine A should never be provisioned in a different 

geographic region than storage B.”

High-level abstractions one of the big open questions 
for SDN

• What can people use?  Who is doing the programming?  
• What’s the killer app?
• Does different hardware change the abstraction?

https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Congress

